
Time and place: Monday 3 September, Biomedicum room B0812 
Participants: Martin Moche, Leo Hanke, Geoffrey Masuyer, Tom Reichenbach,  
Remote participants by email: Henrik Spåhr(in Germany)/Magnus Claesson(sick) 
 

$1 Next beamtime meeting 

Preliminary date for next beamtime meeting - 10 am Thursday 8 November in Biomedicum room A0812 however, MAX 

IV beamtime estimated to start in October 2018 might require a beamtime meeting in late September… 

 

§2 Assign Bessy and Diamond experimentalists 

Light source Beamline Date Duration Start Experimentalists 

Diamond i03 2018-09-17   16 17:00 Geoffrey, Tom, Leo 

Diamond B21 2018-09-20 mail-in SAXS Nobody signed up at the meeting 

Diamond i24 2018-10-07 7 19:00 Compulsorily remote, Magnus, Tom? 

Diamond i03 2018-10-21 7 12:00  Compulsorily remote, Geoffrey, Tom 

BESSY BL14-1 2018-11-03 24 09:00 Henrik Spåhr 

More beamtime listed under “Beamtime schedule” at http://ki.se/en/mbb/psf-mx  

Please note the mail-in B21 SAXS session on 20 September, where max 16 samples per user group should be at DLS by 

18 September - see attachment 

 

$3 BAG updates 

Our spring beamtime applications at Diamond Light Source, BESSY and MAX IV all resulted in new beamtime 

1. BESSY (6-month application) 

a. 9 Shifts (8-hours) for MX 

2. Diamond Light Source (6-month application) 

a. 7 Shifts (8 hours) for MX  

b. 3 Shifts (8-hours) for microfocus MX at i24 

c. 3 Shifts (8-hours) for SAXS 

3. MAX IV (1 year application)  

a. 20 Shifts (4-hour) for MX 

Despite the fact we now have MAX IV beamtime, we decided to keep the BESSY BAG since ESRF is closing for upgrade 

during 2019. 

 

$4 PSF MX updates 

RockMakerWeb access - https://rockmakerweb.psf.ki.se/RockMakerWeb/Login  

Imager tender opened on 27 Aug 2018 and one Imager tender has arrive from the expected vendor…to be continued… 

 

 

http://ki.se/en/mbb/psf-mx
https://rockmakerweb.psf.ki.se/RockMakerWeb/Login


$5 PReSTO updates 

PReSTO dissemination at MAX IV - https://www.nsc.liu.se/support/presto/faceToFace/  

How to join PReSTO - https://www.nsc.liu.se/support/presto/index.html  

MX-PReSTO at NSC Triolith and LUNARC Aurora can now be used at NSC Tetralith (www.nsc.liu.se/systems/tetralith/), 

however we have not yet adapted the PReSTO menu to Tetralith having 64/32 cores per login/compute node as 

compared to 16/16 at Triolith… 

Interestingly the CryoEM community use latest versions of coot, ccp4, Phenix and rosetta to model build into cryoEM 
reconstructions and the largest users of PReSTO might in fact be the cryoEM community instead of the MX community. 
 
 

Rosetta 3.9 BUG in PReSTO installation 

 

A BUG in Rosetta 3.9 prevents Phenix from running mr_rosetta that crashes my full-scale mr_rosetta testjob after an 

hour, while rosetta.run_tests mentioned https://www.phenix-online.org/documentation/reference/rosetta_install.html 

runs ok. 

To use rosetta we have to launch and OLD version of i.e. phenix 1.14-3211 with rosetta 3.7 like this 

module load Phenix/1.14-3211-Rosetta-3.7-PReSTO 
phenix 
 
and define the “Path to rosetta” as: 
/proj/xray/presto/software/Phenix/1.14-3211-goolf-PReSTO-1.7.20-Rosetta-3.7/rosetta-3.7 
see - https://www.nsc.liu.se/support/presto/phenix_folder/  
 
With phenix 1.14-3211 and rosetta 3.7, mr_rosetta then runs without issues except using rosetta 3.7 instead of latest 
version 3.9 having a BUG. We are communicating with phenix developers to get help with this BUG. 
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